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Abstract—We describe a synthesis methodology called
Trimmed VLIW, which we argue lies between application specific
processors and high level synthesis. Much like application specific
processors, our methodology starts from a known instruction set
architecture and customizes it to create the final implementation.
However, our approach goes further as we not only add custom
functional units and define the parameters of the register file,
but we also remove unneeded interconnect, which results in a
data path that looks more similar to that created by high level
synthesis tools. We show that there are substantial opportunities
for eliminating unused resources, which results in an architecture
that has significantly smaller area. We compare area, delay and
performance results of a base architecture with trimmed one.
Preliminary results show by only trimming wires we have an
average of 25% area reduction while improving the performance
around 5%. Furthermore, we evaluated our results with highlevel synthesize tools C2V and AutoESL.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of application specific processors has become
prevalent in the development of computing systems. This
started with digital signal processors and has since proliferated
to application domains including networking, wireless communication, audio and vision. These processors are typically
developed for embedded computing systems, which have strict
constraints on performance. Application specific processors
have significantly better performance than general purpose
processors while keeping some amount of programmability.
Unfortunately, this requires careful tuning of the underlying
architecture which puts a burden on the system designer.
High level synthesis is another design methodology that has
been touted as a means to raise the level of abstraction to
achieve faster results and provide an easier way to performing
design space exploration. These tools take an algorithmic
description in a high level design language (e.g., a C-like
language) and generate an RTL description of an architecture.
They often require some form of guidance from the user
about how to generate the architecture (e.g., through the use
pragmas). Generally speaking, they create the final architecture
through a set of allocation, scheduling, and binding algorithms.
These define the number of functional units and registers,
impose an ordering of operations, and map the operations and
data onto a specific functional unit and register.
We broadly classify these two methodologies as top-down
and bottom-up. Applications specific processor design approaches follow a top-down methodology. They start with a
well specified ISA and include options for parameterization,

e.g., the number of registers, the number of registers ports,
and the type of functional units. They have good support
for targeting a class or domain of applications and often
come with compilers and operating systems. In other words,
they have sufficient amount of programmability or flexibility
to implement other applications on the same architecture.
High level synthesis tools fall into the class of a bottomup design methodology. Here the algorithm is analyzed and
a custom data path is pieced together. This often results in
a very specific interconnect structure; only components that
need to be connected are connected. Furthermore, the control
is typically statically defined; it is hard coded as a finite
state machine based upon the input algorithm. Both of these
increase the performance often at the cost of flexibility.
We aim to sit somewhere between these two methodologies.
Our approach starts from a fully-connected, general-purpose
VLIW architecture and pares away unneeded components to
create an application-specific architecture. We go further than
typical application specific architecture approaches by removing unnecessary interconnect. Our results show that this can
significantly eliminate unnecessary resources when compared
to the initial application specific architecture. Additionally, our
final architecture approaches the performance of high level
synthesis tools.
This paper describes the initial development of our Trimmed
VLIW synthesis tool. This tool takes as input a (set of)
application(s) and outputs an architecture in RTL HDL that
implements the (set of) application(s). The specific contributions of this paper include:
•

•
•

A novel initial (base) VLIW architecture generation algorithm based upon the ant colony meta-heuristic that
simultaneously optimizes the number of functional units
and registers based upon the given (set of) application(s).
An approach for trimming unused interconnect from the
base VLIW architecture.
An analysis of the base architecture on area, delay
and performance; a study of the trimmed architecture
versus the initial architecture; and a comparison of the
final architecture with high-level synthesis tools (C2V,
AutoESL).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a more thorough discussion about how our
technique compares to the previous state of the art. Section 3

describes our Trimmed VLIW Framework. Section 4 gives details on the trimming process. Section 5 presents experimental
results and we conclude in Section 6.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We argue that our approach lies somewhere between application specific processors and high level synthesis. Both of
these areas are well studied topics. We select a few of the
projects that we believe are most similar to ours.
High Level Synthesis: HLS tools create an architecture
through a scheduling, allocation and binding process that
generates functional units, registers and other components
and composes them to create a datapath. There are several
drawbacks to this approach. 1) These tools tend to work well
on small size codes, but fail to generate good RTL when the
code size becomes larger [1]. 2) The designer is required to
give sufficient hints in order to optimize performance. This
is typically done through pragmas or other language features.
As an example, most tools get around the poor synthesis of
large code by requiring the user to partition it into functional
units which are then synthesized separately. 3) The tools
are designed specifically towards a given application. There
is little notion of flexibility or programmability. Our work
attempts to take advantage of the customization found in
high level synthesis tools specifically with regard to precise
interconnect generation (the only links that exist are the ones
that are needed) and control logic (generating static control
based on the application at hand).
Application Specific Processors: Tensilica is the most prevalent commercial tool for application specific processor design
[2]. This tool has a comprehensive design flow which includes
a compiler and significant options for customization. This
results in an architecture that is fairly flexible meaning that
it can be reused in other (future) applications. Our approach
takes this one step further by optimizing the interconnect and
control logic. To the best of our knowledge, no application
specific design tools optimize the interconnect structures of
the processor. They perform optimizations strictly at the micro
architectural level, e.g., varying the number types of functional
units, the number of registers, the number of read/write register
ports, etc. Our approach can do all of these in addition to
eliminating extra wires and muxes through interconnect trimming. We show that this significantly increases performance,
and argue that it still retains most of the benefits of application
specific processors, primarily with respect to flexibility.
We highlight three projects that we feel are the most similar
to ours. There are of course many more, but space limits the
number that we can describe.
ISA subsetting removes architectural support for unused instructions, which are determined by analyzing the application.
Rajotte et al. [3] presents a configurable processor with ISA
extensions and ISA subsetting for image processing algorithms
using a RISC-like architecture. The SPREE project [4] studies
how ISA subsetting impacts area and performance of an
application. The VESPA project [5] performs ISA subsetting
on a fully parameterized vector processor core. ISA subsetting

Fig. 1.
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removes unused resources at the micro architectural level
by removing components related to unneeded instructions.
Our work goes further primarily by eliminating interconnect
related resources. In other words, we could further improve
any architecture generated by ISA subletting by performing
our proposed trimming
The No-Instruction-Set-Computers (NISC) project effectively generates a processor where every control bit is architecturally visible [6], [7], [1]. They show 30-40% energy savings
by trimming a 4 slot VLIW processor and DLX processor
without sacrificing any performance [7] . They also perform
a form of “trimming” which eliminates components related to
any unused control bits. Once again, our approach goes further
than theirs as we remove unused interconnect resources (wires,
muxes and associated control logic).
The work by Irturk et al. [8] is most similar to ours.
They presented a tool called Simulate and Eliminate (S&E)
which uses a top-down methodology based upon a single
issue, out of order architecture. They show that this approach
provides better results than Catapult-C, and can synthesize
large, complex applications where Catapult-C fails to even
generate a design [8]. Our tool differs in two major ways. First,
we start from a fundamentally different architecture. Second,
we perform automatic resource allocation. They require that
the user provide the initial resources in terms of number and
types of functional units and number of registers; we do this
automatically.
III. T RIMMED VLIW F RAMEWORK
Figure 1 provides a high level overview of the Trimmed
VLIW design framework. The front-end takes C code and
transforms it to a dataflow graph (DFG). The DFG is fed
into the base architecture generation tool that decides upon
the base processor architecture. It determines architectural
parameters, e.g., the number of registers, read/write ports,
functional units. These architectural parameters are used by
the HDL generator which creates a base architecture used for
simulation. The simulator analyzes the application and trims
unused components.
The aim of the base architecture generation is to create a

Fig. 2. A base architecture with N registers, four read ports, three write
ports, and three functional units. This architecture has a complete interconnect
crossbar.

fully flexible VLIW architecture that uses a possible minimum
number of resources. It should provide a good starting point
for the subsequent trimming process and final generation of
the RTL code. A VLIW architecture has a larger number of
parameters to optimize. We need to decide on the number
and type of functional units, the number of registers, and the
number of register read/write ports. All of these are tightly
coupled; changes in one will effect the others.
Figure 2 and 3 show a general architecture that can be
created from our framework. Notice that the crossbars (IxC)
between the register ports to functional unit inputs and functional unit outputs to register file are fully connected. A major
benefit of our approach is eliminating some of these crossbar
links as described in Section IV.
The decisions on the number of architectural components
fundamentally boil down to the traditional high level synthesis tasks of scheduling, resource allocation and binding.
As such we have looked at a variety of scheduling, binding,
and allocation algorithms to decide the components in the
base architecture that give a good tradeoff between area and
throughput. Our current framework has a number of different
allocation, scheduling and binding algorithms. These include
force directed scheduling (FDS) [9], ant colony optimization
(ACO) algorithms for both timing constrained scheduling
(TCS) and resource constrained scheduling (RCS) [10], a
combined algorithm that performs design space exploration
using a combination of RCS and TCS [11] and the left edge
algorithm for register allocation. Previous results indicated that
the ACO scheduling algorithms outperform FDS in almost
all cases [10], [11] by 17% hardware saving. As such, we
used that as a basis for our base architecture generation.
However, none of these algorithms take into account the
effects of operation scheduling on register allocations, which
we found to be an important factor in the generation of our
base architecture. Therefore, we extended the ACO scheduling
algorithm to account for register allocation.
The ant colony optimization starts by releasing n ants over
m iterations. In each iteration, each of the n ants produces
a schedule. Each ant schedules the instructions based upon
a local heuristic (a form of list scheduling or force directed
scheduling) and global pheromone that is based upon the
decisions of previous ants. Then a cost function calculates
the cost of each schedule, and reinforces the pheromones of
the best schedules, making those decisions more likely to be

Fig. 3. An expanded version of the general architecture shown in Figure 2.
Here internal details of the IxC are shown.

selected in subsequent iterations. As the algorithm progresses,
the ants are more likely to select better decisions (i.e., assign
an operation to a more favorable control step).
We extended this technique to perform simultaneous
scheduling and register allocation with ACO. We implemented
the left edge algorithm for register allocation and combined it
with our ACO instruction scheduler. We feedback the results of
the left edge algorithm to the ACO scheduler, i.e., we augment
the cost function to include the number of registers.
The trimmed VLIW simulator analyzes an application on
a given processor architecture and reports usage of each
component. The most important components are the register
file, interconnect (IxC) and the functional units. In addition
to hardware component usage, it also reports the number of
clock cycles. In particular, it reports the usage statistics of
the registers, register read/write ports, IxC, functional units.
The report is used to generate or trim the general purpose
processor. In this work we are using only multiplexer reports to
trim down wires in IxC and register file since base architecture
generator tool generates an architecture that optimizes the
functional units and registers.
IV. A RCHITECTURE T RIMMING
The simulator generates the following key statistics used for
trimming:
• The number of times a register, register read port, register
write port and functional unit is used.
• Data regarding usage of each link in the interconnect
crossbar (IxC).
The first piece of information also allows us to remove
unused resources and also tells us any resources with low
usage. For example, if one of the register read ports used
only once, and if we can get rid of this port without affecting
the performance significantly, then we can move this read
operation to another port and trim this port. The second
piece of information allows us to directly eliminate unused
connections from the IxC. This results in less combinatorial
logic due to smaller muxes and fewer wires as we describe
in the following. We applied mux trimming to the IxC and
register file. We do not consider applying trimming functional
units, registers and register ports in this work.
The trimming process involves finding unused connections
inside the IxC and the register file. This ultimately reduces

Fig. 5.
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IxC Trimming

both the number of wires and the combinatorial logic. Current
synthesis tools (e.g., ISE from Xilinx) perform a limited form
of trimming; ours goes much further. They remove portions
of the design that are not connected to any inputs or outputs.
In addition, they perform a form of constant propagation. For
example, if select a line of 4:1 mux only takes two constant
values, then this mux is trimmed down 2:1. In our approach,
we can trim a component based upon its usage. For example,
a component may be connected to an input/output and never
used. Our technique will identify this case and remove the
component.
We describe the trimming process through an example. The
architecture in Figure 2 contains a register file, three functional
units and an interconnect crossbar (IxC). The register file has
four read ports and three write ports. Figure 3 shows the same
example but expands the IxC showing the internal muxes and
wires. The functional units get their input from the register
read ports RD1, RD2, RD3 and RD4 via muxes M1, M2,
M3, M4, M5 and M6 and their output written to register file
via muxes M7, M8 and M9. Note that this figure does not
show the logic for the register write ports. This interconnect
is fully connected which means every register read port output
is connected to every input of functional units.
A. Interconnect Crossbar (IxC) Trimming
The simulator tracks the usage patterns of the IxC. Those
connections that are not used are removed. Hence, IxC trimming corresponds to eliminating some connections from the
register ports to functional inputs and from the functional unit
outputs to register write ports.
Figure 4 (a) shows the second functional unit (FU2). It is
initially connected to all four register data read ports (RD1,
RD2, RD3 and RD4) through muxes M3 and M4. Assume that
the wires from RD3 and RD4 to M3 and wire from RD2 to
M4 are never used. Figure 4 (b) shows unused wires as dashed
lines. In this case, we can remove these connections from the
design. Figure 4 (c) shows architecture after removing these
connections. Note that this eliminates wires and reduces the
complexity of the muxes, e.g., mux M3 is now just a 2:1 mux.

Trim muxes inside a register file.

The trimming process can also happen on the connections
between the functional unit outputs to register file write ports.
Figure 4 (d), (e), (f) shows an example of this. Assume that the
simulation shows that the output from FU1 out1 is the only FU
that writes to register write port Wp2. Trimming these unused
connections leaves only one input wire to mux M7. Hence,
mux M7 is totally removed leaving only a single wire.
B. Register File Trimming
We can extend the trimming process to the register file
by removing unused connections between the registers and
the register data ports. Figure 5 shows wires and muxes
corresponding to the register file from a base architecture in
Figure 2. Trimming connections in the register file is achieved
by keeping track of paths from registers to register ports as in
IxC trimming. For example, if register R3 is the only one that
writes to register port RD4, then we can remove mux M10.
The other logic of the muxes can be reduced depending upon
the patterns of reading and writing data to the register file.
The register file parameters (e.g., read/write ports, registers)
are given by base architecture generation. In this work, we
only consider removing totally unused connections during the
trimming process. However, we could trim infrequently used
connections based upon the simulation results. For example, if
we see that a register uses a port only a few times, we could
move those accesses to another port. This requires changing
the register allocation and/or the schedule of the operations.
Our current register file organization is monolithic, i.e.,
there is no hierarchy. VLIW architectures with monolithic
register files have more pressure on registers and register ports.
This means our current register file may impose more area
than a hierarchical register file. We could easily perform our
described trimming operations on hierarchical register files
which should increase the performance of our architectures.
We leave this for future work.
C. Flexibility
While trimming provides area and performance benefits,
it also reduces the flexibility of the architecture. We define
flexibility as the ability to run different (or future) applications on the same architecture. The top-down nature of our
design process naturally allows us to change the flexibility,
which is closely related to trimming connections in the IxC
and register file. Removing fewer connections increases the

Fig. 6. The area, delay and performance comparisons between base, IxC
trimmed and register trimmed architectures. The results are normalized with
the base architecture.

probability that we can run another application on the trimmed
architecture. While incorporating metrics of flexibility into
high level synthesis (bottom-up methodology) is feasible, it
is not as straightforward as in a top-down methodology. The
relationship between trimming, performance and flexibility
present an interesting research topic but are out of scope of
this paper.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We selected five benchmarks from [12]. We perform design
space exploration to create a base architecture and trim it
to a final architecture. The final results are compared with
architectures generated by C2V [13] and AutoESL tools. For
all of our benchmarks we used Synopsys Design Compiler
with SAED90nm library with a 10ns clock period.
A. Base Architecture Design Exploration
For each benchmark we performed automatic design space
exploration using an algorithm that determines the number
registers as well as the number and type of functional units.
We used an algorithm based upon ant colony optimization as
described in Section III. We estimate hardware cost using a
cost function based upon an area estimate of the registers,
multipliers and adders. Our ACO algorithms give 9.8% better
area performance when compared to the approach using force
directed scheduling.
B. Trimming Results
We measured area, delay, the number of clock cycles, and
overall throughput for base design, the design after trimming
the interconnect muxes (Trimmed IxC), and the design after

Fig. 7. The area, delay and performance comparisons between TrimmedVLIW, C2V and AutoESL. (Normalized based on maximum value)
TABLE I
P ERCENTAGE OF TRIMMED WIRES AND RESPECTIVE AREA SAVINGS
AFTER APPLYING I X C AND REGISTER TRIMMING .

Benchmark
Trimmed Wires
Area Savings
Trimmed Wires
Area Savings

cosine2
ewf
fir1
IxC Trimming
19%
27%
20%
10.8%
6.7% 9.9%
Register Trimming
56%
40%
49%
30%
10%
22%

matmul

mcm

16.9%
6.1%

19.8%
8.4%

64%
18%

40%
16%

trimming the register file (Trimmed VLIW). First, we do interconnect mux trimming. Table I shows percentage of trimmed
wires and the resulting area saving. This yields a 8.4% average
area saving. Next, we do register mux trimming on top of the
interconnect trimming. Table I also summarizes the percentage
of trimmed wires and respective area savings for trimming
the register file. The combined interconnect trimming and
register file trimming (Trimmed VLIW) result in an average
of 25% area savings. Figure 6 shows the normalized area,
delay and performance comparison between base architecture,
Trimmed IxC and Trimmed VLIW. Most of the savings are
due to trimming wires in register file. This is a consequence
of the fact that our base architectures have a large number
of register ports (most have 6 read ports except ewf). The
cosine2 benchmark showed the most saving (30%) while ewf
has the least saving (10%) after doing trimming. Both delay
and performance are improved approximately 5% on average.
The benchmarks cosine2, fir1 and matmul are improved more
than other benchmarks due to trimming higher number of

wires in these benchmarks.
C. Comparison with High Level Synthesis
Figure 7 shows normalized area, delay and performance
comparison between Trimmed VLIW, C2V and AutoESL. The
area is the summation of combinatorial, non-combinatorial
and interconnect as calculated by Synopsys Design Compiler.
The delay is clock cycle period, so smaller is better. The
performance is the delay multiplied by the number of clock cycles (i.e., initiation interval) reported in microseconds. Again,
smaller is better.
C2V allows us to control the number of functional units,
address width, number of memory ports, and the data width.
In order to create a fair comparison, we set the parameters
in C2V such that they would be similar to the parameters
in our architecture. We set C2V to have the same number of
multipliers. The number of adders cannot be explicitly set, i.e.,
C2V determines those as part of the synthesis process. C2V
used 4 read ports while our designs have 6 or more read ports
except one benchmark (ewf) which has 4 read ports.
We used the latest version of AutoESL 2011.3. We set the
pipeline initiation interval to 1 and the clock period at 10 ns.
The AutoESL designs are forced to have exactly the same
number of multipliers and adders as the Trimmed VLIW ones
using the ”set allocate” pragma.
The Trimmed VLIW architectures use 7%, 24%, 12%,
32%, 53% (from left to right in Figure) less area than C2V
for an overall average of 25.6% less area. C2V has 4.9%
better average delay than the Trimmed VLIW architectures,
but the Trimmed VLIW has 10%, 28%,17%,43%, 3% better
performance than C2V (on average 20.5%). The performance
of Trimmed VLIW is better than largely due to the fact that
C2V uses more clock cycles for the different benchmarks.
Trimmed VLIW uses significantly less area if we select a
C2V design that has same performance with ours, i.e., our
results are generally superior to C2V regardless of the area
and performance constraints.
Compared to AutoESL, the Trimmed VLIW architectures
use more area for all but one benchmark (mcm). AutoESL has
higher delay for all but one benchmark (cosine2) and better
performance for three benchmarks (cosine2, fir1 and mcm).
Trimmed VLIW use 27% less area for mcm than AutoESL.
Hence, we could improve the performance by sacrificing some
area. While both Trimmed VLIW and AutoESL have the same
delay, AutoESL has a fewer number of clock cycles when
compared to Trimmed VLIW. The performance of cosine2 is
limited by number of read ports in our architecture.
We could further reduce the area and increase the performance of the Trimmed VLIW results by removing the register
ports. Our current architecture has the output of each register
go to every register port, and then has each register port go
to every functional unit. By eliminating the register ports, the
registers would directly connect to the functional units. This
would move the architecture even more towards the high level
synthesis result. We choose not to do this as it limits the
flexibility.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented the Trimmed VLIW design methodology,
which uses a top-down approach to create a custom hardware
accelerator. Our methodology creates a base VLIW architecture by automatically deciding upon the various architectural
components (number of registers, read/write ports, functional
units, etc.) using a design space exploration algorithm based
upon the ant colony optimization framework. Then we further
optimize the architecture by simulating the given application(s)
on this fully programmable architecture and determining the
unneeded components. We eliminate these components, in
particular, the unused links in the interconnect crossbar and
register file, to create a highly optimized final architecture. Our
results show that we get substantial hardware resource savings
when trimming for VLIW processor. We further evaluated our
methodology with high-level synthesis tools showing that our
methodology moves application specific design closer towards
high level synthesis results.
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